
ART OF HARVESTING
HARVESTING THE FRUITS OF CONVERSATIONS THAT MATTER

SOME QUESTIONS WE WILL 
EXPLORE TOGETHER...

What is harvest? 

How can we use harvest as a 
foundation for wise decisions 
and effective action?   
 
How can we make individual 
and collective meaning of the 
conversations we host in our 
communities?      

How can the harvest support 
collective meaning making so 
that we become smarter and 
more effective together? 

We invite you to join us for a 2 day training in the Art of Harvesting meaningful conversations. 
The Art of Harvesting is the wise companion to the Art of Hosting Meaningful Conversations. 
If we imagine our meaningful conversations as the planting of seeds, then harvesting is the collecting 
of the fruits  that we have grown through those conversations and sharing those fruits with others. 
Harvesting brings closure to the processes we host, invites our next level of understanding and helps 
us to collectively see the bigger picture and create a shared understanding together.  

PURPOSE
--- To explore harvesting as a means to create collective wisdom/intelligence                   
--- and seed wiser actions
--- To practice the integration of harvesting and hosting for strategic and long
 --- term development
--- To learn of methodologies and practices of harvesting

DURING OUR TIME TOGETHER YOU WILL:
--- Gain knowledge about how to plan and design a harvest.
--- Learn basic harvesting skills and tools.  
--- Practice Harvesting as an integrated part of hosting conversations.
--- Apply your learning on relevant projects and cases.
--- Explore the strategic and systemic impact of good harvest. 

11-13 MARCH 2013 - KALUNDBORG - DENMARK

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
The Workshop starts Monday 11/3 at 17.00 and end Wednesday 13/3 at 16.00.
The participation fee is 3500 DKK ex. VAT. Deadline for registration is 20/2, 2013. 
The price includes food and materials but not accommodation.
The workshop is residential and the venue for the event is the hostel 
Kalundborg Vandrehjem. 
For accommodation please contact the hostel directly and refer to the workshop.
kalundborg@danhostel.dk
We recomend for this training that you are familiar with AoH or hosting larger 
conversations to get the most out of the workshop.
For more information please visit http://artofhostingdk.wordpress.com/

For questions and registration please contact Jan Hein.
jan@uphill.dk

We hope to see you in March
The Hosting Team
Toke Paludan Møller, Monica Nissen, Jan Hein, Pawa Haiyupis & Anne Madsen  


